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									Gas Fireplaces

Planika offers advanced gas fireplace systems for both indoor and outdoor spaces. It is our customers who choose the suitable supply option, as our modern gas fires allow for both LPG and Natural Gas. The automatic gas fireplaces by Planika combine many intelligent features and uniquely authentic decorative accessories, which give always safe and incredible fire. Planika implements tried and tested safety features that make every gas fireplace reliable and safe. Discover the true quality of Planika products.
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							Indoor Gas Fires
						
					
	
						
							Gas Fireplace Insert
							Outdoor Gas Fires
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							OUTDOOR GAS FIRES
						
					
	
						
							Fire Tables
							Modern combination of a fireplace and a table - warmth and utility
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							OUTDOOR GAS FIREPLACES
						
					


			
				
                    
                        
                        
                    
                
			

		
		
			
				
										
						
							Campfire Gas Fireplaces
						

												
							Indoor Gas Fires
						

																		
							This campfire gas fireplace solution introduces the most classic of all fire designs. The vertical burner fireplace serves to frame the fire, emphasizing its true charm and beauty.
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													Monroe

													Campfire Burner - Balanced Flue System
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													from
																										39.686,00 zł
																										was zł 39686.00
												

																							
																					

																								

													

					

										
						
							Linear Gas Fireplaces
						

												
							Indoor Gas Fires
						

																		
							Our gas fireplaces with linear burners are perfect solutions for both residential and commercial interiors, where they can be arranged as a focal point of the space. Two different fuel options and remote operation systems make linear gas fireplaces a versatile solution suitable for everyone.
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													Valentino

													Linear Fire - Balanced Fule System
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													from
																										34.569,00 zł
																										was zł 34569.00
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													Linear Fire 
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													from
																										54.225,00 zł
																										was zł 54225.00
												

																							
																					

																								

													

					

										
						
							Gas Fireplace Insert
						

												
							Outdoor Gas Fires
						

																		
							Discover the real beauty of gas fireplaces in your garden. We offer versatile modern gas fires with two fuel options - LPG or Natural Gas. A perfect combination for outdoor purposes.
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													Galaxy Burner

													Automatic Gas Fireline
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													from
																										14.465,00 zł
																										was zł 14465.00
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													Galio Insert

													Insert Linear Fire
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													from
																										7.398,00 zł
																										was zł 7398.00
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													Outdoor Gas Fireplace
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													from
																										17.171,00 zł
																										was zł 17171.00
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													Galio H Insert

													Outdoor Gas Fireplace
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													from
																										16.531,00 zł
																										was zł 16531.00
												

																							
																					

																								

													

					

										
						
							FREESTANDING GAS FIREPLACES
						

												
							OUTDOOR GAS FIRES
						

																		
							A fire pit gas fireplace in a modish Corten steel case resistant to all weather conditions? Or maybe a fireplace in a smooth classic black design? Planika provides contemporary solutions in the gas fire to create the focal point for your outdoor living space.
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													Automatic Gas Fireplace
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													from
																										19.237,00 zł
																										was zł 19237.00
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													Galio Corten

													Freestanding Linear Fire
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													from
																										12.718,00 zł
																										was zł 12718.00
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													Freestanding Linear Fire
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													from
																										10.117,00 zł
																										was zł 10117.00
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													Freestanding Star Fire
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													from
																										23.530,00 zł
																										was zł 23530.00
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													Galio Star Black

													Freestanding Star Fire
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													Outdoor Fireplace
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													from
																										2.399,00 zł
																										was zł 2399.00
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													Outdoor Fireplace
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													from
																										2.601,00 zł
																										was zł 2601.00
												

																							
																					

																								

													

					

										
						
							Fire Tables
						

												
							Modern combination of a fireplace and a table - warmth and utility
						

																		
							In order to create a delightful gathering spot for you and your loved ones, Planika has introduced fire tables to its collection. With these, you can enjoy quality time with your family or friends over coffee or a glass of wine, without having to worry about the evening chill.
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													Fireplace with table
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													from
																										24.606,00 zł
																										was zł 24606.00
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													Galaxy Table

													Automatic burner in a stone table
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													from
																										25.326,00 zł
																										was zł 25326.00
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													Fire pit in coffee table
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													from
																										3.718,00 zł
																										was zł 3718.00
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													Square Table

													Outdoor Fireplace
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													from
																										3.413,00 zł
																										was zł 3413.00
												

																							
																					

																								

													

					

										
						
							PATIO HEATER
						

												
							OUTDOOR GAS FIREPLACES
						

																		
							This collection is dedicated to those who look for stylish solutions to decorate their garden or patio. The vertical form of the fireplace elevates the look of the flame to another level.
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													Portable Patio Heater
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																										was zł 5117.00
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													Portable Gas Fireplace
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																										2.312,00 zł
																										was zł 2312.00
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